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TOPIC 1 : OVERVIEW OF A COMP SYSTEM

1.1. 	INTRODUCTION

A computer has 3 main components :


Hardware.


 Sofware


 People


Software -
·	program - set of instructions

People:
·	Computer programmer -people who writes programs
·	Users / End-Users - Purchase & Use



1.2. 	HARDWARE

·	What is a computer ? - A machine
·	A machine with 4 main aspects of data handling:

Process
Output
Storage

Input 


Accept data	    Execute instruction	Show processed	     Store
							data		

Ex: Keyboard	Ex: CPU		Ex: Monitor	             Ex: HD
1.3 INPUT

·	data that you put into the computer system for processing
·	Some common ways

Keyboard
Mouse
Wand Reader / Bar Code Reader

·	An input device may be part of a terminal.
Input device
Screen display
Some connection to a  computer

·	Terminal  








1.4. 	The Processor & Memory

·	center of activity
·	known as CPU (central processing unit)
·	consists of electronic circuits
·	interpret and execute program instructions
·	communicate with input, output & storage devices
·	transform data into information

Processor 









·	Known as primary storage
·	Closely associated with CPU but separate
·	Hold data before process, after processed and before released to the output
·	Memory holds the program needed by the CPU

Memory
1.5   OUTPUT

·	Result produced by CPU
·	Usable information
·	Output devices : Screens
Printers - produce printed report (hardcopy)
·	Other ways :
		Voice output
		Film



1.6. 	SECONDARY STORAGE

·	Additional storage
·	Two most common :


Magnetic tape

Magnetic disk








·	Diskette / Hard disk
·	Diskette - 31/2 inch
·	HD - more storage, faster, contained in disk pack
·	Read by disk drives
·	

·	Similar with tape recorder
·	On a reel or cartridge
·	Read by magnetic tape drives
·	Usually for backup
·	Inexpensive





·	Uses laser beam
·	Store large volumes of data
·	Inexpensively

Optical disk







1.7  The Complete Hardware System

·	The hardware devices attached to the computer are called peripheral equipment

Example : All input devices, output devices & storage devices

Screen
Keyboard
Mouse
CPU, disk drive
Personal computer:





CPU, disk drive
Mouse
Keyboard
Screen
Larger computer system:














Headquarter
Branch 






1.8 Classification of Computers

(Size / Appearance / Power)

·	also called Personal Digital Assistants (PDA)
·	handwritten input directly on a screen
Pen-based computer 






·	fits in a briefcase
·	do not have to plug in
·	also called notebook comp
·	portable and functional
·	popular with travelers
·	expensive


Laptop







·	known as PC / microcomputer / home computers
·	Inexpensive
·	Supermicros - used by engineers - approach the power of the mainframe

Personal computer





·	Widely used by retail businesses, colleges, and state and city agencies
·	slowly diminished as buyers moved toward personal computers


Minicomputers






·	Large computers
·	Process millions of instructions per second
·	Process vast amount of data quickly
·	Used by: Banks, Insurance companies, Manufacturer
Mainframes





·	The biggest
·	The most expensive
·	Process billions of instructions per second
·	For tasks that require mammoth data manipulation
·	Ex: worldwide weather forecasting, stock analysis
·	Used by : Federal government

Supercomputers












1.9   Data Communications

·	Originally, the computer hardware are kept in one place, which is called centralized.
·	Now, most computer systems are decentralized.
·	The computer itself and some storage devices may be in one place, but the devices to access the computer scattered among the users. These devices are usually connected to the computer by telephone lines.
·	The subject of decentralization is intimately tied to data communications.
·	Data communication is the process of exchanging data over communications facilities such as the telephone.
·	When processing is decentralized where the computers and storage devices are in dispersed locations, it is known as distributed data processing.
·	This lead to a network, a computer system that uses communication equipment to connect computers and their resources.
·	One type of network is local area network - LAN.
·	LAN is described as personal computers that hooked together in a short distance and can communicate with each other.
·	Users can operate their personal computers independently or in cooperation with other computers to exchange data and share resources.
·	When smaller computers are connected to larger computers, the result is often referred to as micro-to-mainframe link.
·	Users are able to obtain data directly from the mainframe computer and immediately analyze it on their own personal computers with their own software. People have quick access to more information, which leads to a better decision-making.
·	Individuals have joined the trend to ‘connectivity’ by connecting their personal computers, usually via telephone lines, to other computers. From their own homes, users can connect to all sort of computer-based services, such as electronic mail, or e-mail and internet.

1.10	Software

Software (program) is the step-by-step instructions required to turn data into information which makes computer useful.

Categories of Software
Software can be categorized:

Packaged software
Custom software
Operating system

Application software
System software	

·	
Operating system is the underlying software found on all computers.
·	Application software is the software that can be used to solve a particular problem  or to perform a particular task . Application software can be either custom or packaged.
·	Custom software is software that is specifically tailored to organizations needs.
·	Package software is also called commercial software - is the software that is literally package for personal computers often comes in box contain diskettes and instruction manuals - also referred to as documentation.
·	Most personal computer software is planned to be user friendly. The term user friendly means that the software is supposed to be easy for the beginner to use or that the software can be used with a minimum training.

1.11. 	Application Software

Some task-oriented software

Þ	Word Processing
Þ	Electronic Spreadsheet
Þ	Database Management
Þ	Graphics
Þ	Communications

Word processing:
Most widely used by personal computers. It is usually for creating, editing, storing and printing text and graphics in one document.

Electronic spreadsheet:
Spreadsheets, made up of columns and rows, have been used as business tools. An electronic spreadsheet automatically recalculates the results when the number is changed. This helps business people make better, faster decisions.

Database Management:
It is management of a collection of interrelated facts - handles data in several ways. The software can store data, update it, manipulate it, report it, in a variety of ways. Database software can be useful for anyone who must keep track of a large number of facts.

Graphics:
Graphics, maps and charts can help people compare data and spot trends more easily, and make decisions more quickly. In addition, visual information is usually more compelling than a page of numbers.

Communication:
From the view point of a worker with a personal computer, communication means that he or she can hook a phone up to the computer and communicate with the computer at the office, or get data at the computer in another location.



1.12   People and Computers

·	The most important element in a computer system is people. Computers will never amount to much without people - the people who help make the system work and the people for whom the work is done.

Computer people

·	Many organizations have a department called Management Information System (MIS) or Computer Information System (CIS), Computing Services or Information Services. 
·	This department is made up of people responsible for the computer resources of an organization.
·	The people who maintain data are the same people who provide services to the users: the computer professionals. 

1	Data entry operators - prepare data, keying-in
1	Computer operators - monitor the computer, keep peripheral equipment running
1	Librarians - catalog the processed disk and tapes
1	Computer programmers - design, write, test and implement the programs, also maintain and update the programs
1	System analysts - broader responsibilities than programmers, plan and design entire computer system
1	Department manager - often called Chief Information Officer (CIO) understand the goals and operations of the entire organization.
1	Network manager - implements and maintains the network.


